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‘Clad in Robes of Virgin White’: The Sexual 
Politics of the ‘Lingerie’ Dress in Novel and Film 
Versions of The Go-Between
SARAH EDWARDS*
Abstract This article reconsiders the sexual politics of the novel and film versions of The Go-
Between by focussing on the representation of its antiheroine, Marion. For many critics, Marion 
personifies the gap between appearance and reality that pervades the Edwardian country house, 
whose sexual hypocrisy and class conflict breaks the young hero, Leo. However, I suggest that 
while Hartley’s densely symbolic novel does depict Marion as ‘villainously beautiful’ in a series of 
binary images, the Pinter/Losey film adaptation utilises one of these symbols—the white ‘lingerie 
dress’—to create a more ambivalent, multilayered, and occasionally sympathetic portrayal of 
Marion’s sexuality. I begin by examining how the cinematography develops Hartley’s own use of 
light and dark imagery to evoke the politics and processes of memory; I then go on to consider 
how material objects, including dress, are used in the film to critique the class, imperial, and sexual 
assumptions of nascent Edwardian country-house society, by utilising recent scholarship on the 
relationships between costume and spectacle in heritage film. I devote the remainder of the ar-
ticle to the visual motif of the ‘lingerie dress’, whose oxymoronic nickname aptly describes a cul-
tural history that provokes an array of contradictory ideas about the sexual nature of the Edwardian 
country-house lady. In particular, I consider the historical and cultural contexts of the film’s produc-
tion and the dialogue that it creates between the late 1960s and the Victorian/Edwardian era, 
most notably through its star Julie Christie, an icon of the ‘Swinging Sixties’.
Keywords Go-between, lingerie dress, Christie, Edwardian, 1960s.
In 2009, the Joseph Losey retrospective at the National Film Theatre reawakened 
interest in the director’s creative partnership with Harold Pinter, and in the recurring 
themes of  memory, class, and sexual repression that structured their collaborations.1 It 
seems timely, then, to reconsider the sexual politics of  The Go-Between (1970) starring 
Julie Christie and Alan Bates, which Pinter adapted from L. P. Hartley’s 1953 novel of  
the same name. This work traces an ageing man’s recollection of  his traumatic sexual 
awakening in the summer of  1900, when as a thirteen-year-old boy he visits Brandham 
Hall and falls in love with his schoolfriend’s sister, Marion Maudsley. The young hero, 
Leo, becomes her ‘go-between’ when he carries messages to her secret lover, Ted, a 
lowly tenant farmer. The story has a tragic denouement when Leo exposes their affair 
and Ted commits suicide. Many critical accounts of  Marion in both novel and film 
focus on the symbol of  the deadly nightshade, which identifies her as ‘Atropa belladonna’, 
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2 SARAH EDWARDS
poisoning the men who love her. In these readings, she personifies the gap between ap-
pearance and reality that meshes the themes of  sexual hypocrisy, class conflict, and false 
memory—or how ‘perfidious Albion has always traded on alluring surface’ (Jones 215).2 
However, while Hartley’s densely symbolic novel does depict Marion as ‘villainously 
beautiful’ in a series of  binary images, the Pinter/Losey film utilizes one of  these 
symbols—the white ‘lingerie dress’—to create a more ambivalent, multilayered, and 
occasionally sympathetic portrayal of  Marion’s sexuality (Jones 215). I begin by exam-
ining how the cinematography develops Hartley’s own use of  light and dark imagery to 
evoke the politics and processes of  memory; I then go on to consider how material 
objects, including dress, are used in the film to critique the class, imperial, and sexual 
assumptions of  nascent Edwardian country-house society, by utilizing recent scholar-
ship on the relationships between costume and spectacle in heritage film. I then devote 
the remainder of  the article to the visual motif  of  the ‘lingerie dress’, whose oxymor-
onic nickname aptly describes a cultural history that provokes an array of  contradictory 
ideas about the sexual nature of  the Edwardian country-house lady. In particular, I will 
consider the historical and cultural contexts of  the film’s production and the dialogue 
that it creates between the late 1960s and the Victorian/Edwardian era, most notably 
through its star Julie Christie, an icon of  the ‘Swinging Sixties’.
MEMORY ‘BROUGHT TO LIGHT’
Hartley’s novel is an evocative account of  innocence and fall at the turn of  the twentieth 
century, drawing on the narratives of  Genesis, pastoral romance, and Edwardian 
country-house fiction.3 Its sexually fallen heroine is imagined by Leo—ironically—as 
Virgo Astraea, harbinger of  a new age. In a letter, Hartley echoed the motif  of  ‘Golden 
Age’—with its seductiveness, elusiveness, and gilded dangers—that patterns his semi-
autobiographical account: ‘I think of  it as the colour of  gold. I didn’t want to go back 
to it, but I wanted it to come back to me, and I still do’ (Wright 7). Similarly, as the older 
Leo uncovers his diary for 1900, this ‘relic’ not only magically revives his buried mem-
ories but also intensifies the alienation felt by his younger self  for the country-house 
society he finds himself  in and the various nostalgic narratives—mythical, ancestral, 
and imperial—that glamorize it. While many scholars have emphasized the textual na-
ture of  Leo’s memories and aides-memoire—his youthful diary and letters and the au-
thorial ambitions that are finally fulfilled in the novel’s account of  his trauma and 
survival—both memory and its symbols are frequently evoked by a range of  visual me-
dia and colours (Ingersoll 242; Palmer and Riley 102). As Leo reads his diary, he com-
plains that ‘he has no visual image to make it [summer 1900] real’ (Hartley 28). While 
the golden shades of  summer are ubiquitous in the novel, various contrasts of  light and 
darkness structure Leo’s memories of  it. Leo recalls that ‘scenes linger with me—gener-
ally in tones of  light and dark’ and that during his mental breakdown he was ‘like a train 
going through a series of  tunnels; sometimes in the daylight; sometimes in the dark . . . 
little by little the periods of  daylight became more continuous’ as the memories of  his 
identity are recovered (Hartley 33, 245). Leo also likens this gradual revelation of  sub-
merged memory to the painterly technique of  chiaroscuro (Hartley 28). The Italian word 
translates as ‘clear’ (chiaro) and ‘dark’ or ‘obscured’ (scuro) and as Julie Sanders has noted, 
the symbol of  chiaroscuro is often deployed in neo-Victorian texts to foreshadow the 
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emergence of  a secret and its impact on the present day (Sanders 127). Hartley also 
links these contrasts of  darkness and light to the images of  technology that permeate his 
novel, such as trains and photographs. Leo, who has an ‘instinct for secrecy’, recalls a 
photograph taken that summer, ‘where the light had got it at one corner’, which ‘does 
display the uncanny perception possessed by the camera in those days when it could not 
so easily lie’ (Hartley 9, 36). Far from being a pastoral idyll, Hartley’s novel is encircled 
by the increasingly ubiquitous technologies that will beam light on to the dark secrets 
and memories of  the golden age.
Indeed, Pinter’s and Losey’s adaptation takes its cue from Hartley and also demon-
strates how technological advance has modified the structures and visual processes of  
recollection. This is evident both in their introduction of  a motor car—which speedily 
escorts the elderly Leo back to Brandham Hall and whose movement and blurred win-
dows shift his existing perceptions of  it—and, of  course, in their deployment of  the cine-
matic medium itself. The Go-Between is often cited as an early example of  the ‘heritage’ 
film due to the pastoral setting and its visual evocation, whereby ‘Losey dutifully includes 
numerous shots, now rather clichéd, of  waving grass and wheat’, and ‘slow pans and 
travelling shots’ of  the house and garden. However, as Jones has argued in an influential 
article, ‘Losey and Pinter deconstruct the Hartleian source material and subvert the 
world of  the English country house nostalgically celebrated’ by heritage enthusiasts 
(Jones 211). As this reference to The Go-Between as an early heritage film indicates, most 
scholarship has identified this genre with period dramas made in the 1980s, especially the 
Merchant Ivory productions of  E. M. Forster’s novels. The most influential early critic of  
these films was Andrew Higson, who claimed that their pictorialist mise-en-scenes reflected 
a Thatcherite view of  ‘heritage as history’ and endorsed a white, upper-middle-class con-
ception of  Englishness. Furthermore, the objects (such as the costumes) were period sig-
nifiers possessing little symbolic value (Higson 40).4 By contrast, Pinter and Losey were 
well known for their left-wing sympathies and for their ‘acute awareness of  class dynamics 
and contradictions’ in their collaborative ventures.5 Losey later remarked about his 
interest in The Go-Between that ‘there are many traces of  the society of  that time remain-
ing in society today’ (Palmer and Riley 114). Losey and Pinter, then, encouraged critical 
reflection on the legacy of  the Edwardian past for the present. In Pinter’s and Losey’s 
deployment of  mise-en-scene, the viewer is distanced from the objects of  the Edwardian 
country-house summer and encouraged to critique the class system that underpins it.
The film partly achieves this distance by developing Hartley’s light and dark effects 
in both its formal and thematic structures. Like Pinter’s and Losey’s earlier collabora-
tions, such as The Servant (1963) and Accident (1967), which were set in contemporary 
times, The Go-Between depicts the intrusion of  an outsider into an apparently ordered 
and hierarchical society and the consequent exposure of  its sexual repression and hyp-
ocrisy. In The Servant and Accident, Losey used chiaroscuro cinematography to evoke claus-
trophobic households. While The Go-Between generally employs more naturalistic 
lighting effects, it still sets up contrasts of  light and darkness, brightness and obscurity, 
to critique the English country house of  heritage film.
In the most notable divergence from Hartley’s text, Pinter’s screenplay omits the 
novel’s prologue and the uncovering of  Leo’s diary. Instead, Pinter and Losey construct 
a parallel narrative of  the elderly Leo’s journey to an initially mysterious destination by 
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4 SARAH EDWARDS
car. In the opening shot, its rain-filled windows fill the screen with obscured images of  
dull sky and golden fields. The camera then cuts to a panoramic shot of  a bright summer 
landscape in 1900 and young Leo’s arrival at Brandham Hall by carriage. The 
flash-forwards to elderly Leo’s journey increase in frequency until the effects of  Marion’s 
affair—the inheritance of  the country house by her illegitimate son and Leo’s lifelong 
trauma—become evident in the film (unlike in the novel) before Leo’s discovery of  the 
lovers. Previous critical attention has focussed on the consequent sense of  doom that 
the grey flash-forwards impart and how the ‘distortion of  time, sequence and the past’ 
reveals Pinter’s attempt to convey the distorted, selective nature of  memory and sub-
jective time on film (Gray 643). However, the visual contrast between the two eras does 
not embody a simple nostalgic contrast between bright Edwardian summer and a sub-
dued present. Instead, they develop cinematically Hartley’s own narrative images of  
memory, of  light emerging out of  darkness and obscurity. Although the events of  1900 
dominate the film, these sun-filled scenes are the recollections of  elderly Leo as he rides 
in the rain-soaked car and allows himself  to remember that bright summer. Early in the 
film, he muses in voiceover that, like Icarus, he ‘flew too near the sun’ and was ‘scorched’ 
(Pinter 15). In the film, this prose from Hartley’s novel is superimposed on a shot of  
Marion riding in her carriage on a sunny day, coolly dressed in white and pale beige. 
However, in the film, as in Leo’s photograph, when buried memories and secrets are 
exposed to light, the effects are often painful.
OBJECTS: THE RITUALS OF THE COUNTRY HOUSE
The white dress is one of  several material objects in the film that develops this recurring 
contrast of  light and darkness, brightness and obscurity. It is also one of  the familiar 
markers of  Edwardian country-house summer—along with cricket, croquet, and lux-
urious living—that Pinter and Losey display, only to question and subvert their mean-
ings through use of  this contrast. In Hartley’s novel, the ambivalent social position of  
the Maudsley family is revealed by several textual devices, when Leo rereads details 
from a Norfolk directory copied into his diary. The paterfamilias is a rich city banker 
who has let Brandham Hall from an aristocrat of  presumably reduced means (Hartley 
29). Marion is being pressured by her parents to marry Viscount Trimingham in order 
to make their aristocratic pretensions genuine. By contrast, elderly Leo reminisces that 
his father was also a bank manager, but one with a ‘routine occupation’ who preferred 
to devote his time to book collecting, for which he had ‘taste and foresight’ (Hartley 20). 
Leo, then, possesses cultural capital but lacks the financial means to display his social 
position.
In the film, these disparities in social position are only briefly outlined when Leo 
overhears his friend Marcus informing the family that Leo’s mother is a widow living in 
a ‘rather small house’.6 In this shot and throughout the film, Leo’s innocent gaze on the 
Maudsleys and their environs—and the viewer’s identification with it—is the chief  me-
dium for social critique. Leo’s interior responses to characters and situations in the 
novel—his first meeting at Ted’s house, his birthday breakfast—are visualized in the 
film. Leo’s memory, then, is objectified cinematically. The material objects and rituals 
of  Edwardian summer receive equal symbolic importance to Hartley’s mythical im-
agery of  Virgo Astraea and the zodiac, which is stripped back on film. Sinyard has 
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 Sexual Politics of the ‘Lingerie’ Dress 5
noted, for example, that the summer games continually re-enforce hierarchies. When 
Leo plays in the village cricket match and catches Ted out, the camera closes in on Leo 
grasping for the ball, which foreshadows the moment when Leo will ‘catch’ Ted with 
Marion. The stifling hierarchy and repression of  the house is indicated when Leo is 
frequently photographed through bars, gates, and staircases (Sinyard 22–23).
However, contrasts of  light and darkness are also deployed to direct viewers’  
responses to these everyday objects. In one scene, we follow Leo passing whole tables 
laden with gleaming silver cutlery and dishes.7 Pinter and Losey introduced new objects 
to foreground this stream of  imagery. Pinter’s screenplay included two scenes at tea 
featuring close-ups of  the ‘large silver tea-pot’ (Pinter 80, 12). One of  these scenes 
(omitted in the film) had Marion ‘presiding over tea’ and performing its elaborate ritu-
als while giggling with Trimingham and Leo. In the film, Losey has Mrs. Maudsley 
presiding over one of  several silver teapots at a lavish outdoor tea party. In this and the 
other mealtime scenes illumined, as Pinter indicated, with ‘the glow of  silver’, she en-
acts for Marion the role of  country-house matriarch (Pinter 9).8 In the film, then, silver 
comes to represent a genteel feminine identity of  domestic elegance, founded on con-
spicuous consumption, display, and performance, and facilitated by the labour of  the 
anonymous servants. The panoramic long shots of  the heavily decorated dining table 
underscore the performative and impersonal nature of  the Maudsleys’ mealtimes. The 
contrasting informality and intimacy of  the servants’ kitchen and Ted’s farmhouse is 
conveyed through plain crockery and warm muted interiors. The scenes in Ted’s kit-
chen also contain many medium shots of  Leo and Ted and, framed tightly together, 
their intimacy and ease are palpable.
However, many areas of  Brandham Hall are darkly sinister and these spaces are of-
ten associated with the feminine. Previous critical accounts have focussed on Leo’s rela-
tionship to the summer landscape—on ‘the absolute smallness and detachment of  Leo’ 
in ‘the immense horizontal Norfolk countryside he must negotiate as go-between’ (Jones 
213).9 But he is an equally small and vulnerable figure in the dark, oak-panelled house 
with its contrasting white walls. In these scenes, cinematographer Gerry Fisher deploys 
the chiaroscuro lighting that he previously used in Pinter’s and Losey’s Accident to evoke 
the destructive passion that a modern femme fatale arouses in a country-house family. In 
one scene where Leo and Marcus play on the grand staircase, the mood shifts instantly 
from summer light-heartedness to expressionist foreboding when Marcus disappears 
and his distorted shadow looms over the tiny figure of  Leo in the foreground. At night, 
we follow Leo’s gaze through his bedroom window to shots of  a dark sky that fills the 
screen space and contains a partially obscured moon. When he creeps downstairs to the 
deadly nightshade, he is similarly enveloped in shadow and finds the plant in a dingy 
outhouse. Both the moon and Atropa belladonna represent the ‘natural’ (and therefore 
hidden or obscured) aspects of  femininity that will soon emerge to disrupt the carefully 
constructed facade at Brandham Hall.
DRESS
Dress embodies a host of  cultural meanings and plays a determining role in the plot, 
themes, and symbolism of  Hartley’s novel. The film both retains and extends the sym-
bolic importance of  dress in its exploration of  class and sexual mores. In both texts, the 
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6 SARAH EDWARDS
shopping trip for Leo’s summer clothes is a pretext for Marion’s meeting with Ted, 
while the extent to which Leo is embroiled in this deception becomes clear when Mrs. 
Maudsley orders him to turn out his pockets and reveal the lovers’ note. Clothing is one 
of  the chief  means by which Leo determines his place in the intricate social hierarchy 
at Brandham Hall. In both novel and film, on the morning after his arrival, Marcus tells 
Leo to drop his clothes on the bedroom floor, for the servants to pick up, thus demon-
strating his own petty social awareness (Hartley 37; Pinter 11). Dress enables the con-
struction of  an ideal self  and a public persona and at Brandham Hall, where 
consumption and display are markers of  social position, Leo is taken shopping for 
clothes because he does not possess the appropriate summer clothing (or the money to 
purchase them). Hartley’s Leo muses, ‘I saw how inelegant it [his Norfolk suit] was 
compared to theirs . . . for the first time, I was acutely aware of  social inferiority’ and 
Pinter and Losey exteriorize this feeling by having Leo exclaim with relief  at his new 
outfit, ‘I feel quite another person’ (Hartley 38–39; Pinter 18).10 However, despite such 
painstaking efforts to construct an appropriate persona, clothes embody a host of  con-
notations that may be interpreted differently by different observers. So, while Leo’s new 
green suit represents his absorption into the society of  the hall, Marcus later explains 
that Marion also chose the garment because he seems ‘green’ or naive (Hartley 175; 
Pinter 83). Both Leo’s and Marion’s attempts to control their personae are bound 
to fail.
This network of  sartorial symbolism indicates how clothing plays an integral part in 
the film’s analysis of  class relations. It also plays a crucial role in the construction of  fem-
inine identity. In her account of  the function of  costume in heritage film, Stella Bruzzi 
usefully differentiates between those productions where the viewer is directed to ‘look 
through’ the clothes (which only signify the historical period) and those where the viewer 
is encouraged to ‘look at’ clothing.11 The latter productions create a discourse that 
‘counters or complicates the ostensible strategy of  the overriding narrative’ (Bruzzi 36). 
Frequently, this is an erotic discourse that centres on unravelling the mystery of  the fem-
inine, which is only heightened by the restrictive period clothing. In The Go-Between, the 
women’s costumes complicate an already critical narrative, by heightening the mystery 
of  Marion’s sexuality and thereby discouraging reductive accounts of  her motivations.
Marion is defined largely by her beauty. In the novel, Marcus observes that ‘my sister 
is very beautiful’ and this observation of  Marion is repeated several times in the film 
(Pinter 6, 82). Clothes reflect, and help to define, the concept of  beauty. Historically, 
and certainly in the preceding nineteenth century, women’s dress often utilized beauty 
to convey sexuality. However, middle-class female sexuality was commonly defined as 
passive, largely unconscious, and awakened by one’s husband, who was then respon-
sible for its management. But feminine beauty was not defined as wholly sexual— 
Victorian women were meant to possess spiritual beauty to aid their moral mission as 
domestic comforters to their lords and masters. In both novel and film, when Leo re-
counts a tale of  female infidelity to Viscount Trimingham, he solemnly instructs Leo in 
the chivalric code by declaring that ‘nothing is ever a lady’s fault’, thereby desexualizing 
Marion and negating her moral accountability (Hartley 149; Pinter 87). Clothing for 
ladies, then, had the complicated function of  signifying wealth, virtue, and sexual re-
sponsiveness. One strategy for hinting modestly at sexuality was to draw attention to 
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 Sexual Politics of the ‘Lingerie’ Dress 7
particular erogenous zones while concealing others, which could then lead to accusa-
tions of  teasing or hypocrisy (Steele 86).
Pinter and Losey employ the visual resources of  film to draw parallels between the 
restrictions of  the chivalric code for women’s lives and their restrictive, luxurious clothes 
to a much greater extent than Hartley. Le Style 1900 featured the new, reverse S-bend 
corset that created a round hipline and a low, flat ‘monobosom’. Despite being known 
as a ‘health corset’, it was still restrictive and uncomfortable and was worn below high, 
stiff-collared blouses, which were often decorated with a hanging triangle of  lace, and 
trailing skirts adorned with a sash or belt to emphasize a narrow waist. The curving 
lines were influenced by Art Nouveau, and with the accessories of  large hats, elaborate 
curling hairstyles, and frilly summer parasols, the overall effect was opulent, voluptuous 
yet constrained (Steele).
Several filmed scenes—developed from episodes in the novel where clothing is not 
used as a device—illustrate how dress can mediate conflicting impulses between public 
restraint and frank expression. The costume designer John Furniss created more re-
strictive and elaborate outfits for Marion’s mother, reflecting her conservative defence 
of  social hierarchies. When Mrs. Maudsley confronts Leo in the garden about the lov-
ers and politely orders him to turn out his pockets, she wears a trailing skirt carried with 
a skirt grip. Her barely restrained anger as she demands of  Leo ‘what have you seen?’ 
perfectly enacts the restrained femininity that her corset and cumbersome skirt were 
meant to produce. Mrs. Maudsley also displays the buxom, hourglass figure that was 
the Edwardian ideal. By contrast, Marion’s slender and more androgynous shape re-
flects the boyish look that was made fashionable in the 1960s by style icons that in-
cluded Julie Christie herself  (whom I will discuss in more detail shortly).12 Marion is also 
unlike her mother when she chafes against her impractical clothing: in another scene, 
when she cannot hide Ted’s letter due to a lack of  pockets on her frilly lingerie dress, 
she exclaims impatiently, ‘these dresses!’ (Hartley 81; Pinter 38).13 It is significant that 
when she takes Leo on their shopping expedition to town, and experiences some hours 
of  freedom, she wears a tailored suit. These outfits, often designed with shorter ankle-
length skirts, were introduced for working women in the final years of  the Victorian 
age. They were quickly associated with the identity of  the ‘New Woman’, who was ur-
ban, educated, and protesting against Victorian notions of  female chastity and do-
mestic confinement. Marion’s attitudes to clothing, then, identify her with contemporary 
womanhood, rebelling against Edwardian luxury and restriction.
The Edwardian fashion for white clothing is signalled in Hartley’s novel on Leo’s 
arrival at Brandham Hall. White was the standard colour for summer clothing and its 
impracticality was a signifier of  class, leisure, and the availability of  servants. However, 
whiteness had accrued multiple connotations from previous historical eras—of  inno-
cence, sexual purity, bridal rites, death—that novelist and filmmakers exploit. As Hart-
ley’s Leo watches the young men and women playing tennis and croquet, his first 
impressions of  their uniform white garb is rather unfavourable: ‘the men in white flan-
nels, white boots and wearing straw boaters, the women, also in white with hourglass 
figures and hats like windmills; all white, or nearly white . . . Blond (as they mostly were), 
dressed in white, swinging their tennis rackets, they looked so much alike!’ (Hartley 31) 
This theme of  sartorial conformity and anonymity is developed by Pinter and Losey, in 
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8 SARAH EDWARDS
both screenplay and film, as I will go on to outline. However, they choose to announce 
the symbolic importance of  whiteness by the recurring image of  Marion, clad in her 
lingerie dress, swaying in a hammock in the country-house garden. Following the cir-
cular pattern that often structured Losey’s films, this shot envelops the beginning and 
end of  the Brandham Hall narrative.14 I now briefly digress to outline the cultural his-
tory of  the dress and the ways in which director, costume designer, and star negotiate 
the cultural distance between 1900 and 1970.
THE LINGERIE DRESS
The white lingerie dress or blouse was a staple of  the Edwardian summer wardrobe, 
designed specifically to display a woman’s femininity, charm, and grace. It was a day 
dress made of  linen, cotton, or muslin and trimmed lavishly with embroidery, lace, or 
net inserts. It was designed to be worn in domestic or semiprivate environments: in the 
morning, before dressing for dinner, or for a picnic on the lawn. Introduced in the early 
1870s, the dress and similar blouse had become hugely popular by the early twentieth 
century and reveal some of  the contradictions in late Victorian and Edwardian fem-
inine ideals. On the one hand, they epitomized middle-class ideals of  feminine modesty 
and superior breeding. The fabrics suited white and pastel colours, which the Edward-
ians generally regarded as elegant and refined. The dress historian Alison Gernsheim 
claims that white was worn more in the Edwardian era than at any period since 
Napoleon (Gernsheim 84–85). Contemporary observers noted the ethereal version of  
femininity that the dresses embodied—‘so exquisite are they in their filmy loveliness’ 
(Thieme 24).
However, the design of  the dresses was often regarded as quite provocative—the ma-
terial was frequently semitransparent and the fabric under the lavish embroidery and 
lace was cut away, revealing the skin of  the arms, chest, and back. Consequently, de-
scriptions such as ‘pneumonia blouse’ and ‘lingerie dress’ were coined. Indeed, the 
1890s and 1900s were the ‘great epoch of  underwear’ and some dress designs were 
modelled on lingerie (Steele 66). Furthermore, designs were influenced by the clothing 
of  the Aesthetic Movement, associated with the louche morality of  the artist’s model 
who flouted bourgeois ideals of  marriage and respectability. The dress was often uncor-
seted, hovering between dress and undress, and while this literal loosening of  feminine 
control was permissible in the private sphere, the dresses were increasingly worn in 
public—a profusion were on display at Ascot in 1906 (Thieme 24).
The dress not only transmitted ambiguous messages about female sexuality but was 
also an unreliable indicator of  class status. Handmade lingerie dresses could be very 
expensive and lavish, richly embroidered versions were available from Harrods and 
Liberty. However, mass-produced clothing became widely available after 1890, and 
soon cheap, ready-made lingerie dresses could be bought in lower quality washable 
fabrics (Wilson 76). So, this dress enabled women from all classes to imitate middle-class 
elegance and sexual modesty. Like the go-between Leo, Marion and her white dress 
symbolize the uncertainty and vulnerability of  social and sexual boundaries, hovering 
between modest dress and indecent undress, fashionable elegance, and cheap imitation. 
The Losey/Pinter film’s portrait of  this dress plays a crucial role in their social 
critique—the spectacle of  Marion is a visual narrative of  the precarious maintenance 
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 Sexual Politics of the ‘Lingerie’ Dress 9
of  gentility for the (faux aristocratic) country-house family. The embedding of  this dress 
among the shifting connotations of  light and darkness further complicates the question 
of  whether Marion’s sexual fall should be viewed as a subversive attack on her class’ 
insistence on female chastity or as a sign of  uncontrolled sexuality that takes no account 
of  the damage inflicted on a vulnerable, socially inferior boy.
When The Go-Between was filmed in 1970, the ‘lines separating Madonna and whore, 
virgin and slut, were becoming increasingly hard to maintain and define’ in the post-Pill 
culture (Martin 139). The star persona of  Julie Christie epitomized these new feminine 
sexual contradictions: she was the lover of  notorious Lothario Warren Beatty yet trib-
utes to her beauty invoked feminine fragility and good breeding—‘there’s always a soft 
layer of  vulnerability beneath her fine-boned beauty’. In 1965, Christie had won an 
Academy Award for her role in John Schlesinger’s Darling and, as one reviewer recalled, 
‘it nailed her status as the Face of  the Sixties . . . she was flagged as the Ideal Woman of  
the new groovocracy: gorgeous, independent, ambitious, sexually uninhibited’ (Zach-
arek). However, Schlesinger next directed Christie in an adaptation of  Thomas Hardy’s 
Victorian novel Far from the Madding Crowd (1967). The parallels between the two films 
are notable: in both productions, Christie plays a beautiful, sensual, and rebellious 
woman who has to choose between three suitors. Her films provide some insight into 
the cultural relationships between the 1960s and the Victorian and Edwardian periods, 
in which sexual mores, femininity, and fashion were central preoccupations. During the 
1960s, Art Nouveau influences in fashion, heated discussions about the legitimacy of  
marital rape engendered by The Forsyte Saga (TV, 1967), and the clash between pro-
tective Edwardian chivalry and female sexual liberation in Adam Adamant (TV, 1966–67) 
all revealed a preoccupation with challenging, reworking, or reinstating Victorian 
sexual morality. It seems as though the distant but barely remembered late Victorian/
Edwardian past represented a parental standard that must be rebelled against but could 
not be ignored.
Christie’s two ‘heritage films’, Far from the Madding Crowd and The Go-Between, shared 
numerous common ancestors and intertextual resonances (such as leading man Alan 
Bates and production designer Richard MacDonald) and the links between the films’ 
creators multiplied as other Victorian period films were made in the 1970s. For ex-
ample, The Go-Between’s costume designer John Furniss later worked on John Schlesin-
ger’s Daisy Miller (1974).15 These heritage dramas shared a more restrained visual style 
compared to the 1980s productions, often using more muted tints and using rural spec-
tacle to demonstrate working practices.16 They also demonstrated an overt preoccupa-
tion with women’s issues that often questioned or undermined their conservative 
endings. One central motif  that these three films employed to question conservative 
Victorian attitudes to female sexuality was the white lingerie dress. As McDonald ob-
serves, filmmakers can construct mise-en-scene both to suggest the otherwise invisible 
quality of  virginity and to reveal its social and constructed nature (McDonald 2).17
Again, these filmmakers’ interpretation of  the white dress can be linked to Christie’s 
persona.18 Time magazine decreed in 1967 that ‘what Julie Christie wears has more real 
impact on fashion than all the clothes of  the ten Best-Dressed women combined’  
(Zacharek). In 1965, as the sexually deceptive fashion model Diana in Darling, Christie 
had been photographed in a series of  contemporary white dresses that were elegant 
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10 SARAH EDWARDS
and minimally revealing and that often featured in scenes when she pursued an illicit 
affair (Figure 1). By contrast, Christie often wore short, frilly nightdresses in the epi-
sodes when she was betrayed sexually, thus complicating any simple equation between 
sexual virtue and sartorial style in the persona of  this 1960s icon. By the late 1960s, the 
fashionable boutiques on the Kings Road that Christie frequented were stocking ‘haute-
hippie garb’ such as broderie anglaise and maxi dresses. In a magazine cover from 1970, 
Christie wore a sleeveless white dress of  this type. In this picture, her flowing hair and 
exposed cleavage were offset by her solemn wide-eyed glance at the camera; as she 
pulled the ribbons at her bosom, it was teasingly uncertain whether she was disrobing 
or attempting to cover her modesty. Here, then, she both revealed and concealed her 
femininity.19 It is against these ambiguous images of  coy, barely restrained sexuality that 
many viewers will have encountered The Go-Between.
THE LINGERIE DRESS ON FILM
Our first image of  Marion is from Leo’s bedroom window at Brandham Hall into the 
sun-filled garden (Jones 215; Sinyard 33).20 We follow a long shot of  a female figure ly-
ing in a hammock, clad in a layered white dress with a parasol obscuring her face, sur-
rounded by family members also dressed in white (Figure 2). Pinter’s screenplay echoed 
Hartley’s words: ‘men in white flannels, white boots and straw boaters, women in white 
dresses and hats playing croquet’, while Losey’s shot selections create a suspenseful, 
archetypal image of  this unknown woman in white (Pinter 5). As Leo runs downstairs 
to explore the hall while casting fascinated glances outside, the shot is repeated at nearer 
distances until the camera finally closes in on the face of  our heroine. When Leo finally 
walks away, her brother Marcus exclaims ‘my sister is very beautiful’. Marion, then, is 
immediately associated with beauty, mystery, and male admiration but also with mod-
esty and purity. Dressed in white, surrounded by her family and protected by her parasol 
Figure 1. Julie Christie as Diana and Laurence Harvey as Miles in Darling (Schlesinger 1965).
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 Sexual Politics of the ‘Lingerie’ Dress 11
from the heat and the male gaze, she is a visual signifier of  the respectable country-
house family. However, the camera immediately cuts to Leo and Marcus discovering a 
deadly nightshade in a dark outhouse near the rubbish heap. Leo declares of  the plant 
that ‘every part of  it is poisonous’ and the camera closes in on the dark, purplish plant 
in a shot that mirrors the previous filming of  Marion. Here, several mythical and lit-
erary connotations—Eve’s Satanic associations in the Garden of  Eden, the poison-
filled breath of  Rappacini’s Daughter—are coupled with, and reinforced by, Edwardian 
country-house and dress customs.21
This oscillation between light and dark persists in Marion’s filmic representation, but 
meanings are unstable and frequently reversed. A later shot of  her in white, lying in the 
summer garden, echoes William Waterhouse’s 1889 depiction of  Ophelia. Shake-
speare’s equally ambiguous heroine, who loved sincerely but committed the sin of  sui-
cide, is clothed here in a demure white dress and surrounded by blooming flowers, but 
her hair and clothing are dishevelled. For Victorian audiences familiar with 
Pre-Raphaelite pictorial conventions, this loosening of  sartorial restraint marked 
Ophelia as fallen. However, Marion’s demeanour in this position is neat and restrained, 
but as her illicit affair unfolds, her increasingly dishevelled white dress narrates a similar 
fall (Figure 3).
Many important confrontations occur in a semienclosed space that lies on the 
boundary of  Brandham Hall, which Marion and Leo must cross to reach Ted’s cottage. 
In Hartley’s novel, this space is described as a ‘belt of  trees’ where ‘the trees were very 
thick, they wrapped us round’ (Hartley 48). In the film, this small enclosed space pos-
sesses the same symbolic function as the wood, long imagined as a place of  darkness, 
mystery, and transgression in painting (in the gloomy background to Waterhouse’s 
Ophelia), fairy tales (Red Riding Hood), classical myths (Pan), and the stories of  outlaw 
Robin Hood (to whom Leo, with his green suit and Maid Marion, is compared). It has 
been the setting for alternative communities beyond conventional laws; a symbolic 
landscape of  primal femininity beyond accepted modes of  courtship; yet, despite its 
Figure 2. Julie Christie as Marion in The Go-Between (Losey 1970).
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12 SARAH EDWARDS
privacy and natural features, it retains close proximity to conventional society. It is a 
liminal boundary space occupied by ‘go-betweens’ such as Leo, and within this space 
Marion’s white dress takes on multiple connotations.
In one suspenseful scene, the camera tracks Marion from behind as she runs and 
disappears through the dark bushes. This striking medium shot, which juxtaposes her 
elegant white garb with wild overgrown foliage, constructs her as a visual object, aban-
doning duty and restraint for pleasure. This neglect is emphasized when Leo is sent by 
Trimingham to find Marion for a game of  croquet. In a sudden close-up, Marion stum-
bles back through the bushes with ruffled hair and loosened clothing, to Leo’s startled 
gaze. ‘What are you doing here?’ she cries rudely. As in Waterhouse’s portrait of  
Ophelia, the contrasting dark foliage serves to emphasize the despoiling of  pristine 
whiteness. The interest of  the scene is the speed with which Marion recovers her de-
mure demeanour, which is achieved simply by readjusting her costume and opening her 
parasol. In the boundary space, Marion shifts from virginal fiancé to fallen woman but 
this is achieved primarily by the visual arrangement of  her white dress, as neat and con-
trolled or as flowing and spoiled.
The symbolism of  besmirched whiteness was heightened for contemporary viewers 
by the film’s intertextual relationship with Far from the Madding Crowd. In this film, 
Christie wore an earlier Victorian precursor to the white lingerie dress during the pe-
riod of  her courtship and hasty, unsuitable marriage to womanizing Sergeant Troy 
(Figure 4). When she scampers through the golden fields in white, laughing and pur-
sued by Troy, it is the beginning of  a narrative about desirous, knowing innocence that 
is willingly lost. The film converts Hardy’s sexual symbolism into overt innuendo. Dur-
ing her first encounter with Troy, when he deliberately becomes entangled with her 
white skirt, he announces that he will soon unfasten her; later, when she is dazzled by 
his phallic sword exercise that barely misses her white dress, he challenges her to over-
come her nerves if  she wishes him to perform.
Figure 3. John William Waterhouse, Ophelia (1889).
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 Sexual Politics of the ‘Lingerie’ Dress 13
For the 1967 audience, then, the Victorian maiden was depicted as eager to acquire 
sexual experience and the innocent white dress, an erotic stimulant, would soon be 
unfastened. Indeed, the failure to disrobe could lead to accusations of  teasing, which 
Alan Bates (Christie’s lover in both productions) accuses her of  in Schlesinger’s film. As 
Martin notes, in the ‘Swinging Sixties’, sexual unavailability could connote frigidity or 
teasing, which risked simplifying the complicated sexual choices that young women 
faced (Martin 152–53). Similarly, at the end of  the bathing party in The Go-Between, 
naive Leo offers his costume for Marion’s shoulders, so that her wet, unloosened hair 
will not—ironically—spoil her white dress. As Marion and Leo walk alone in the dark 
belt of  trees, she giggles, playfully knocks him, and repeatedly encourages him to touch 
her hair. The erotic connotations of  unloosened hair and damp white dress in the twilit 
scene are made amply clear, as is Marion’s teasing deployment of  her charms merely to 
secure innocent Leo’s services. Furthermore, they echo the combination of  flowing hair 
and dishevelled, mildly revealing garment in Christie’s contemporary lingerie dress.
The bathing scene in The Go-Between also utilizes images of  white clothing and dark-
ness to explore the theme of  class. As the family gather at the water, the black-costumed 
figure of  Ted appears. Ted is repeatedly associated with black—he is the tenant of  
Black Farm and dives from a dark platform (which in Hartley’s novel is compared to a 
gallows, 49). Pinter and Losey also adopt Ted’s association with his black gun, which he 
will subsequently use to take his own life. However, Ted is repeatedly associated with life 
and with the ‘natural’. Again, this theme is strengthened by the intertextual relationship 
with Far from the Madding Crowd, in which Alan Bates played a hardy shepherd symbolic-
ally named Gabriel Oak. In The Go-Between, shots of  Ted in the cornfield masterfully 
despatching errant wildlife, admiring descriptions of  him as a ‘good shot’ and as ‘wild’, 
emphasize his phallic vitality. This vitality encompasses a disregard for sartorial mat-
ters. In the novel, Leo feels that ‘the more clothes he put on, the less he looked himself ’ 
(Hartley 131), while in the film, the close-ups of  his body in minimal swimwear 
Figure 4. Julie Christie as Bathsheba and Terence Stamp as Troy in Far from the Madding Crowd 
(Schlesinger 1967).
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14 SARAH EDWARDS
construct him as an alluring sexual object, like Marion. This image of  his black garb is 
favourably contrasted with the white artifice of  the Maudsleys. He is dismissed from the 
water by Marion’s effete menfolk, who are indistinguishable in their white linen suits. 
The camerawork—which photographs them at medium distance walking in a line—
reinforces this impression. Their sartorial uniformity is a visual marker of  their sense of  
social superiority and this choice of  shot neatly visualizes Leo’s unfavourable first im-
pressions of  their anonymity in Hartley’s novel. Their line-up represents the social bar-
rier that separates them from both Leo and Ted.
This white uniformity is replicated at the cricket match, when the hall competes 
against the village. Hartley emphasizes how the sporting uniform marks the class divi-
sions between the two teams: ‘all our side were in white flannels . . . the village team . . . 
distressed me by their nondescript appearance; some wore their working clothes’ and Leo 
‘did not believe that you could succeed at a game unless you were dressed properly’. The 
passage is permeated with military images, underlining that this game—like the ‘great 
game’ of  war—is designed to enforce social subordination and that dress is another 
weapon of  intimidation. However, Leo muses that although ‘it was like trained soldiers 
fighting natives . . . perhaps the village team were like the Boers, who did not have much 
in the way of  equipment, but could give a good account of  themselves’ (Hartley 117). 
The backdrop of  the Boer War impacts on the lives of  several characters in The Go-
Between: the aristocrat Trimingham is a wounded ‘war hero’ who calmly says that ‘it’s a 
pity we have to shoot so many of  them’, while attempting to despatch his love rival Ted 
to the same fate (Hartley 150). Pinter and Losey not only retain the allusions to the war, 
and the visual contrast of  the pristine hall team and the casually dressed villagers, but also 
make more subtle sartorial references to the conflation of  class and racial superiority that 
Hartley’s cricket match embodies.22 When Ted’s vigorous game sends the ball into the 
white laps of  the Maudsley ladies’ lingerie dresses, they all jump and one of  them cries 
‘he’s terribly savage’ (Pinter 63). This can easily be viewed as an expression of  fear for the 
atavistic other, who is symbolically enacting both his conquest of  ‘Miss Marion’ and of  
the white colonial woman that she embodies. Ultimately, though, the other is eliminated 
when Ted surrenders her to aristocratic Boer hero Trimingham and violently penetrates 
his own body, his military-style death echoing the shooting of  the Boers.23
The white dress appears yet again in the village supper that follows the cricket match. 
In Hartley’s novel, Marion is described as wearing a ‘Gainsborough-blue dress’ at this 
event, although the ‘gleams of  her white arms and even whiter neck’ and her ‘white 
slender fingers’ are remembered by Leo (Hartley 136, 132). Pinter’s screenplay retains the 
references to Marion’s hypnotic whiteness, indicating close-ups on the ‘gleams of  Mari-
on’s white arms and neck from Ted and Leo’s point of  view’ (Pinter 70). However, the 
filmed scene further expands the symbolic use of  whiteness. When Leo sings on the plat-
form, there are respectful salutations to ‘Maid Marion’ as she accompanies him. As she 
plays the ironic strain of  Leo’s chorus—‘clad in robes of  virgin white’—herself  a dazzling 
white-clad figure raised above the dark crowd, the ambivalent connotations of  the ‘lin-
gerie dress’ become abundantly clear. As Sinyard says in his brief  analysis of  colour sym-
bolism in the film, both the song and the ‘blood-red column of  the Union Jack behind’ 
evoke the dresses ‘of  both Marion and her mother . . . and it sadly predicts the virginity to 
which Leo will be consigned’ (Sinyard 32). But the dress can also be viewed as a levelling 
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 Sexual Politics of the ‘Lingerie’ Dress 15
device that undermines Marion’s (literally) higher social status. Both Marion and most of  
the other women present are dressed in white, and therefore, this uniformity proves to be 
a false indicator of  class superiority. The white-clad women, from all social classes, are 
indistinguishable and the remark directed at Ted—‘act like a gentleman, you’re dressed 
like one!’—only increases the sense of  social confusion. The assumed conflation of  class 
superiority and sexual chastity is also demonstrated to be false in the person of  Marion.
The erotic potential that the dress signifies is made explicit in the final climax, when 
Mrs. Maudsley drags Leo to Ted’s cottage, where the lovers are heard moaning in the 
darkness. As we follow Leo’s gaze while the camera closes in on the primal scene, 
Marion defiantly puts a white, lacy arm around Ted. The camera cuts to Leo’s idealized 
memory of  Marion, when she was also lying on her back in her white dress, but in her 
hammock, in the sunny country-house garden. The next image is of  Ted in a dark 
room, where he has just shot himself. As Sinyard observes, this juxtaposition of  
images—the darkness of  suicide contrasted with Marion—‘content and in sunlight . . . 
encapsulates polarities . . . deceptive innocence and destructive violence’ (Sinyard 21). 
However, its presence in these shots also encapsulates Pinter’s and Losey’s complex use 
of  the white lingerie dress. In this sequence, it successively represents overt and rebel-
lious sexuality and the lost innocence of  both Leo and Marion. The reversal of  chrono-
logical time and the voice-over that accompanies the idealized image in white reminds 
the viewer that both characters have fallen, but the image of  sexual union is only brief. 
The multiple themes that contextualize this moment—the juxtaposition of  the dress 
with suicide, false inheritance, and Leo’s solitary life—indicate that both characters 
have suffered a deeper emotional and moral fall.
I have argued throughout that darkness and light do not represent simple polarities 
of  sexual innocence and destruction in the film and I would also suggest that Marion is 
not consistently represented as a portrait of  ‘deceptive innocence’. Unlike Hartley’s 
novel, the film occasionally provides moments of  identification with Marion. The me-
dium allows for this possibility more readily than the novel, where Leo’s recollected 
memories dominate the narrative. Furthermore, the descriptions of  Hartley’s Marion 
are so layered with symbolic content and with the elderly Leo’s knowing bitterness that 
she appears as a largely archetypal figure, insistently imaged as the heat, as Virgo 
Astraea, or fragmented into a series of  beautiful body parts, such as eyes: ‘I remember 
the sudden burst of  blue’ (Hartley 32). In the film, however, her subject position is more 
complex. Her role as erotic object is moderated by close-ups that briefly encourage 
sympathy and consideration for her plight. During one scene in the belt of  trees, when 
Leo states his liking for Ted and then declares to Marion ‘I like you too’, the camera 
closes in on her warmly smiling face. Later, as her anxiety over Ted builds, she is framed 
in a window, once more dressed in white, now emotionally fragile and trapped by par-
ental expectations. As Pidduck observes, the woman at the window signifies qualities of  
interiority and active looking that are denied to Marion for much of  the film (Pidduck 
26–27). When she declares that she ‘must’ marry Trimingham, breaks down in tears 
and hugs Leo, the camera lingers on her distraught face for several seconds. Both scenes 
imply that she feels genuine affection for Ted and Leo and remind the viewer that 
Marion is also a victim: of  a system that insists on sexual chastity and dynastic mar-
riages for its young women.
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16 SARAH EDWARDS
Ultimately, Pinter’s and Losey’s film demonstrated that Marion, Ted, and Leo all ex-
ist on the boundaries of  country-house society. Their sense of  marginality draws them 
into a common bond but also drives them to exploit each other in order to secure ad-
vantages that one lacks and the other possesses, due to age, gender, class, or beauty. In 
the context of  1970, then, Pinter and Losey defamilisarized and criticized the Ed-
wardian country house but avoided easy identifications and reductive stereotypes about 
class or sex. Through their deployment of  one of  the most familiar and innocuous ob-
jects of  Edwardian summer—the white lingerie dress—draped on the person of  a Six-
ties Icon, they also explored the continuing resonance of  Victorian and Edwardian 
ideals of  virginity, restraint and receptiveness for contemporary women.
NOTES
1 The Joseph Losey retrospective, marking the director’s centenary, was curated by Philip French and held 
at the British Film Institute, Southbank, in June and July 2009.
2 Sinyard suggests that Marion embodies ‘deceptive innocence’ (21); for Palmer and Riley, she is a ‘reckless 
enchantress’ (104).
3 For example, H. G. Wells’ Tono-Bungay (1909) depicts the country house from the perspective of  a socially 
inferior boy; E. M. Forster’s Howards End (1910) draws on pastoral conventions in its descriptions of  the 
house. Craik observes that Nathaniel Hawthorne’s ‘Rappacini’s Daughter’ (1844) is the source for the im-
age of  the deadly nightshade in an Edenic garden, while Kenneth Grahame’s The Golden Age (1895) depicts 
a summer through the eyes of  children observing adult behaviour (Craik 2005a, 2005b).
4 Later critics such as Claire Monk have argued, however, that the focus in these films on interior decor-
ation and clothing enabled a female gaze, and the labelling of  these productions as ‘women’s films’ has 
been a significant factor in their denigration (Monk 180).
5 Losey was a Marxist and Communist Party member who was blacklisted by Hollywood in the 1950s.
6 In the film, Leo informs Marion that his father was a banker and book collector, but it omits the informa-
tion that Mr. Maudsley belongs to the same profession, instead relying on visual markers of  his family’s 
social pretensions.
7 Cf. Hartley: ‘I can remember the pink glow of  the candles and the shine of  the silver’ (Hartley 30).
8 Pinter gave a detailed outline of  the Maudsleys’ extravagance: the tea table was to be ‘laden with water-
cress, tomato, cucumber and lettuce sandwiches, scones, muffins, cream cakes, pastries, etc’ (Pinter 12).
9 In Pinter’s screenplay, Leo is described as a ‘tiny figure in the landscape’ (Pinter 75).
10 In the novel, Leo’s mother sacrifices the functional uses of  clothing for social display: ‘her main concern 
was for clothes that would look well rather than wear well’ and she ‘likes gossip, likes social occasions and 
to be dressed right for them’ (Hartley 43, 20).
11 Bruzzi cites Merchant Ivory’s Howards’ End (1992) as an example of  a film where the viewer is encour-
aged to ‘look through’ the clothes, or where the clothes function primarily as period signifiers (Bruzzi 36).
12 This slender, androgynous figure was popularized by models such as Twiggy, Jean Shrimpton, and, of  
course, Julie Christie.
13 This scene is transposed directly from the novel.
14 In Accident (1967), the car accident at the country house is shown in the opening and closing scenes, and its 
occurrence and meaning is similarly conveyed through fractured, subjective memories shot as flashbacks.
15 Furniss was BAFTA nominated for his work on The Go-Between and received an Academy Award nomin-
ation for Daisy Miller.
16 For example, Far from the Madding Crowd depicts farming practices.
17 See Picnic at Hanging Rock (1975), which was also set in 1900 and also starred Dominic Guard (Leo in The 
Go-Between). This film is dominated by a male gaze directed at young girls dressed in white, whose virtue is 
brought into question after a mysterious disappearance.
18 As Richard Dyer notes in Stars, stars cross disciplinary boundaries (acting, marketing, fashion) and are 
sites of  contestation, embodying multiple perceptions of  the nation, and of  the individual woman.
19 This image was the cover photograph for a magazine, Illustrovana Politika (20 October 1970).
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 Sexual Politics of the ‘Lingerie’ Dress 17
20 See Palmer and Riley (98) on the use of  other colour symbolism (such as red and green) in the film.
21 In Hartley’s novel, brief  references to another flower—the white rose, on whose thorns Marion pricks 
her finger—provide the model for her film persona (Hartley 113). On film, Marion’s whiteness possesses 
shifting connotations of  beauty, innocence, sexual initiation, and danger.
22 In Hartley’s novel, it is stated that Leo’s father was a pacifist (Hartley 150).
23 Hudgins notes that Losey’s papers contained a note on Trimingham’s scars—observing that he ‘sacri-
ficed his beauty to the purposeless Boer War’ (Hudgins 7).
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